Tanwayour Canton Meeting
1 June Sunday [2008] 12.30pm
Allied Gardens
Present: Maggie, Justin, Ramon de Diego, Siobhan

REPORTS:
A&S
No report.
Constable:
No report.
Exchequer:
Have business needing the Seneschal’s signature. Need to know when we started our PO
Box account; Siobhan will get the intel. He still doesn’t have the books or the box of
Exchequer stuff. Maggie will go to Eblenn’s and see if it is there, I think she said?
Herald:
No report.

OLD BUSINESS:
Has Ellyn’s name and armory passed yet? Inquiring minds want to know.
Did Justin ever contact Lord Edborough to find out if he indeed has some wonderful
substance that can be used to cause car stickers to adhere to the inside of windows?
Still have a few more hoops to jump through to get the site for Anniversary, but it looks
promising.

NEW BUSINESS:
Maggie has been roped into I mean selected to run the Keep, congratulations (I think?) !
Ellyn came home from Potrero with a new-ish yellow mallet; Maggie will ask the other Lost
Soles encampment folks if they are missing one.
Discussed many details of Anniversary:
Justin asked about the location of a cashbox. SITE FEE is zero, need to decide what to
charge for the Feast. Possibly not charge the cooks, just the populace?
Maggie has contacted Ashraf (Marshal for Heavies), and we still need to contact several
positions.
Constable
suggested Michael of Doncaster (Siobhan will look for ph # and call)
Lady A (Siobhan will call), Lord Edborough
Herald
Lady Elizabeth de Grace
Lysts
Chirurgeon Lady Guenivere Marian Coe
Unarmored Lord Kol Kolsson
Rapier
Lord Oliver Dogberry, Lord Avenel

Boffers
Chatelaine

Timothy Foat
Lady Celinda de Cordova

We need a date to meet at the Keep and load the TRAILER, and see about getting a driver. I
suggest asking Eblenn, as she has a loverly truck that will tow it and knows the drill.
Maggie, will you have a set of keys by then?
Need to get/make/steal/borrow/buy TOKENS. Maggie is going to look into stamped
Styrofoam. Of course. =]
(Will we be doing separate tokens for Feast and non Feast payers?)
Maggie will ask the Boys & Girls Club and the Church next door if we can use their
PARKING lots.
Justin will run GATE.
We will do a Blanket Tourney, and possibly supply cool PRIZES for the 1st place winners
(Rapier, Heavies, Unarmored), the CCC (see below), and all 3 prizes for the Boffers.
Maggie already has #2 way cool 3D puzzles, a $25 gift card to the Brew Pub, #3 “Knight”
Lights, and several jenga puzzles. Siobhan will try to have a nice piece of inkle weaving done
by then. Mayhaps Lady Ellyn can contribute one of her beautiful hand made baskets? And
are there any preserves left over, and would they be viable?
And now for the FEAST of much silliness: Maggie is going to buy several frozen chickens
and do a diy Chicken CookOut Challenge!
Challenge Dragon is supplying lentils, rice & flour, and
Maggie will add lettuce, oil, spices. The Atenveldt Chicken, the Phoenix Chicken and the
Parade of Chickens were mentioned. Also other things too silly to mention (read: I don’t
remember).
Will we be supplying other salad makings, or bread/rolls, or desert?
Maggie will post about this first ever most fascinating best feast idea on the main Calafia list,
and issue the challenge!
For the TALANQUE MEMORIAL, Maggie said she had balsa wood boats, and we could
burn everything on a grill! Flame on!!
So we need to bring note paper and pens for everyone to write their memorial on, yes?
And that is all this poor scribbling scribe can remember (or decipher).
Next meeting: same bat time, same bat channel
6 July Sunday, Allied Gardens, 12.30 pm
Meeting adjourned
End minutes
Siobhan IarConnachtach úi Chúlacháin,
Canton Scribe

